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MAPP Alumni Board Update
By Lisa Sansom, MAPP ‘10

We've been having a lot of fun at the MAPP Alumni Association board! In
the past little while, we've been working on projects like the upcoming MAPP Fete
(Oct. 17, with the Summit on Oct. 18-19, 2014), MAPP continuing professional
education (CPE) events, MAPP Newsbriefs, providing support to individual members
in times of need (stay tuned for more information coming out on this one), and the
MAPP website , which now includes both a public directory and private directory
containing member contact information. We also had a very successful International
Day of Happiness (Mar. 20) conference with en*theos , and we're on their books to
repeat it next year!
Other projects include our strategic plan (have you had your appreciative interview
yet?) and a possible future mentoring program for new alumni. Of course, we're
thrilled to welcome MAPP.9 students to our community - they are in the process of
electing their class representatives to come on the Board in October.

Call for papers ...
Please submit your news, essays
and commentary for the Fall
edition of the newsletter.
Include the author name(s) and
a brief bio. -- ed.

Tip:
Use full screen mode to best view
the newsletter with Acrobat reader.

Thanks go out to Greg Quinting for his fine work with the MAPP Magazine again this
quarter! And thank you to all contributors - your time and dedication keep us
humming along together!
(Continued on page 3.)
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Editor’s Notes

Unplanned Directions
by Greg Quinting, Ph.D., MAPP ‘07
My capstone project was an empirical study of Nobel
laureates’ explanatory styles. Coding the scientists’
speeches required volunteers who would read the
speeches to find attributional statements and to rate
them on various dimensions. I felt fortunate to have
had such capable volunteers who were so generous
with their time. They included a retired English teacher and in the second phase of the study, a linguisttranslator. As a reward for their efforts, I offered the
volunteers a choice of a book in positive psychology.
The translator chose Jon Haidt’s The Happiness Hypothesis.
With the first phase written up and my having presented it both at the 2007 MAPP Summit and a symposium on adult development, the results from the
second phase of the study needed to wait further
analysis as my day job in magnetic resonance took my
full attention and energies. Fortunately I still had
opportunity to stay engaged with the MAPP alumni
community through my work on the alumni board,
this magazine and attendance at the summits. That
engagement in-part served as a fulfilling respite from
the pressures in my job to produce technology essential to the flourishing of our company. Yet as the pressures mounted I needed to scale back efforts such as
my serving as secretary on the alumni board. I also
missed a few recent MAPP summits, including the
one last October.
The next month I was home with family for Thanksgiving when I got an e-mail from the translator, with
whom I had not been in touch since setting aside the
second phase of the Nobel study. She asked if I still
remembered her, which I did of course, with sense of
gratitude. She wrote about being diagnosed with
bipolar disorder a few years ago and needing a lot of
care to reach the point where she could manage her
condition and function well. Her reading The Happiness Hypothesis during the latter stages of recovery
gave the big emotional lift towards a new, positive
stage in her life.
Though my capstone project was an empirical study
and not an intervention, it wound up being an unintended positive intervention for one person. Now I
am aware that a big break can come in unexpected
ways.
In 2007 I intended to complete the empirical study
and turn it into further work on the wellbeing of physical scientists. Now I wonder. Applied positive psychology offers so many surprising opportunities that
may propel us into unplanned directions.
That is the theme for this issue of the Alumni Magazine, with featured article by Alicia Assad who found a
new direction, literally by accident.

A Request to MAPP Alumni
Dear MAPP Alum’s ...

I would like your help. After completing MAPP 8 I enrolled in the Executive Doctorate of Management at
Case Western Reserve University. I
am near the end of my first year and
over the summer commenced my
research into “Flourishing Organizations”.
My research is a qualitative study
following grounded theory with the
purpose of furthering our understanding of flourishing organizations.
The findings will then inform development of a theory on flourishing
organizations and thereafter enable
the construction and testing of multi-dimensional measures of organizational flourishing in a subsequent
study. I define the flourishing organization as “one that is full of life and
goodness, where people are inspired
every day to bring their whole selves
into the organization; where innovation arises from everywhere (inside
and outside the organization); and
where remarkable relationship value
is realized with external stakeholders, including customers, suppliers,
communities and the biosphere”.
David Cooperrider and Chris Laszlo
are supervising me from a content
perspective. I have enlisted ten very
interesting organizations/
companies, both public and private,
and including small, medium, large
and global multinational corporations. Over this coming summer, at
each company I am interviewing
people either face to face or by
phone. The four people interviewed
will be from four levels e.g. VP/
Business Lead; Director/Senior Manager; Manager/Team Lead; Supervisor/Worker. These organizations
will all be considered to be sites of
flourishing. I have some very interesting companies already signed up
and have completed 25 out of 40
interviews thus far.

anyone who encounters sites of remarkable flourishing in organizations, or who has thoughts about
flourishing
organizations,
to drop
We’re
Friends
…Away
Call
me.me
Giving
Positive
Psychology
an email so I can follow up with
them. Over the next four years
I would like a continual stream of
stories and insights on flourishing
that is occurring in organizations
consistent with my definition. I
would also like to connect with others who are conducting research in
this area. For example, I have connected with a group of Ph.D. students in New Zealand who are all
conducting research in the area of
wellbeing and flourishing. I will be
using grounded theory to understand people’s experiences of flourishing in organizations and in this
first qualitative study will be using a
social constructionist approach
(which Appreciative Inquiry is based
on) to give voice to what is most
important to enabling flourishing
organizations. The unit of analysis is
the organization, so the inquiry
moves from the focus on the individual to that of the organization in the
context of full spectrum flourishing,
i.e. flourishing individuals, organizations and communities or society. My intent is to let the experiences of others, which will be transcribed and coded, to inspire me to
imagine new theory that helps us
create a better world.
By Bobby Dauman, MAPP ‘06

I share this with you all in the hope
that as you come across stories of
remarkable flourishing you think of
me and alert me to them.
robert.j.easton@accenture.com
(preferred)
rje25@case.edu or on LinkedIN
Or by phone 609 731 7925

I would like to share with the MAPP
community this agenda and ask for
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Wrong To Strong: Using Positive Psychotherapy
For People With Chronic Mental Illness and
Intellectual Disabilities
By Dan Tomasulo, PhD, MFA, MAPP ‘12
“Out of your vulnerabilities will come your strength.” - Sigmund Freud
Mental health disorders are considerably more prevalent among people
with intellectual disabilities (ID) than in the general population, yet
research on psychotherapy for them is scarce. But there is mounting
evidence to show that adults with limited cognitive and verbal ability
can still find help through group therapy to have more productive and
meaningful lives with improved relationships. My workshop at this
year’s Canadian Positive Psychology Association (CPPA) in July focuses
on a review of evidence for group psychotherapy for these conditions,
and reviews the modifications drawn from the field of positive
psychology and positive psychotherapy.
The interactive-behavioral (IBT) model of group psychotherapy has
evolved over the past twenty-five years through work with adults who
are diagnosed with both intellectual disabilities and psychological
disorders. IBT is the most widely used form of evidence-based
psychotherapy for people with these concomitant disorders and is
discussed in detail in the American Psychological Association’s book
Healing Trauma: The Power of Group Treatment for People with
Intellectual Disabilities (Razza & Tomasulo, 2005). The model’s
theoretical underpinnings, as well as many of its techniques, are drawn
from psychodrama as originated by J. L. Moreno (Blatner & Blatner,
1988; Razza & Tomasulo, 2005;), the work of Irvin Yalom (1995), and
more recently from the pioneering work in positive psychology and
positive psychotherapy by Martin Seligman, Chris Peterson (Peterson
and Seligman, 2004), Tayyab Rashid (Rashid & Ostermann, 2009;
Seligman, Rashid & Parks, 2006), and Angela Duckworth (Duckworth,
Steen & Seligman, 2005).
Notable among the research reviewed is a pilot study replicating the
findings from Seligman’s Consumer Reports survey of client satisfaction
with mental health services (Seligman, 1995) for people with ID. The
results are informative about how therapy helps ID participants and
how it is perceived. Because most of the participants could not read,
the survey was delivered via a semi-structured interview to 40 IBT
participants.
A sample of a modified positive intervention,

Continued on page 9

The Canadian Positive
Psychology Association

will be holding its second conference
July 16-18, 2014, in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. The first conference in 2012 was a huge
success and featured many great speakers,
including several MAPP alumni. This year,
we’re proud to continue the tradition and
here are some of the MAPPstars who will
be presenting at the conference, either at a
symposium, poster or workshop. We certainly hope that you will join us – it’s going
to be a great time!
For more information about the conference, please visit bit.ly/CPPA2014.
Andrew Soren will be discussing the benefits organizations can achieve from engaging in an empowerment strategy, a very
important method of increasing innovation
and improving customer experience, as
well as financial outcomes.
Sean Doyle’s team will be presenting the
Validation of a Strengths-Based Tool in Predicting Employee Performance and Engagement – The Employee Thriving Index. This
was developed based on working professionals from North America, Europe, Middle East and Asia.
Lisa Buksbaum will share her continued
work with Soaringwords’ Empirical Research to Measure the Well-being of Hospitalized Children. This empirical study measured the impact of a positive intervention
on patients’ well-being using constructs
from PERMA and VIA Character Strengths.
Louisa Jewell will share insights from her
upcoming book “Beyond Self-Doubt: The
Science of Self-Confidence”. In her session,
she will explore the scientific foundations
of self-doubt –then
Continued on page 8
discuss the science
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My Big Break: Choosing Optimism Part I
"The greatest weapon against ever made but in seeking a lifestress is our ability to choose one style more harmonious with my
thought over another."
inherent strengths, I easily found
new opportunity. MAPP was
~William James
among them and I became immersed in a science that would
By Alicia Assad, MAPP ‘08
be the foundation for my future
career. Positive psychology gave

went from performer, to MAPPster, to Mom of Catherine in no
time at all. Then William came
along 22 months later.

I did not anticipate my application
of positive psychology would be
to create a household of wellbeing and to nurture flourishing chilhe curtain closed for the
dren, but in achieving these
last time. The two-month run of
goals, it was effective. Positive
the Radio City Christmas Specpsychology was woven
tacular had come to its end. I
throughout my day in small and
walked off stage and out of the
natural interventions: Awarewarmth of the lights that surness of Catherine's strength of
rounded me as I realized my lifehumor was useful as I knew
long dream of dancing as a Rockthat a joke would end a tanette. Suddenly chilled, I handed
trum. I began savoring birthmy costume to wardrobe and
days in my household with a
washed the heavy stage makeup
photo video montage set to a
off my face. Gone were the rhinenarration of strengths and
stones, false eyelashes and
achievements. Car rides were
bright red lipstick that masked my me an empirical language with
an opportunity to discuss "what
which I could convey my underunhappiness. I peered at my rewas good" about the day's events
standing of wellbeing. My somatic and when Catherine first initiated
flection in the mirror that was
experience was a synergy of
lined with the bright light bulbs
this conversation with William, I
dance,
Pilates,
yoga
and
running
indicating the dressing station of
breathed a sigh of relief knowing
combined
with
studies
of
holistic
a true performer. Grit allowed me
that my children were absorbing a
to accomplish my goal of dancbit of positive psychology.
Weaving positive psychology Weaving positive psycholoing professionally, but as I
peeled the photos of friends
gy into my daily routine
into my daily routine with my
and family off my dressing mirwith my children was effortchildren was effortless
ror, I wondered if they would
less, but I was not using it
still love me without such excitfor my own wellbeing. I
nutrition.
That
lead
to
my
desire
ing achievements to share. I
was ultimately satisfied in my role
to
build
an
integrative
practice.
packed up my belongings and left
as nurturer, but like many mothPost
MAPP
I
moved
forward
with
Radio City Music Hall feeling
ers who are either staying at
applying to graduate school in
doubtful this career path was
home, working or some combinaclinical psychology, but at the
healthy for me.
tion of the two, I found my daily
cusp of completing this career
rhythm too chaotic to even pause
Eventually choosing to box up my
transition, marriage and mother- and consider what would allow
dance shoes and leave the spothood redirected my attention. I
me to flourish. Continued next page ...
light is the hardest decision I have

T
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My Big Break: Choosing Optimism (continued) ...
stepped out the door to go for a
As the throes of parenting unchoice: Be optimistic. Exhaustfurled, I faced them head on, but consultation with a pediatric uroled and scared, I wanted to go
ogist. Already feeling scared and
with a great deal of underlying
home, curl up in bed and prevulnerable, I heard my babyanxiety as my norm. Perhaps at
tend this horrible accident didsitter scream behind me from the
this point, a pause to catch my
n't happen, but as a mother I
breath and rebuild my rattled re- inside the house. I ran back to
had to put on a brave face for
the kitchen where I found my two
siliency before trying to add a
the sake of the wellbeing of
-year-old
William
severely
scaldthird baby into the mix would
both my boys. I looked at my
ed from a pot of boiling water.
have been a wise decision, but
husband, Eddie, and said,
my eagerness to have a big fam- I never anticipated life could feel
“William is going to be ok. Eveily prevailed. Then, two consec- so overwhelming and terrifying.
rything seems so very scary
utive miscarriages caught me off The chaos that was life with two
right now, and what lies ahead
guard. I had two perfectly
won't be easy, but
I consciously chose positive thoughts
healthy children and
we will get through
could rationalize miscarit.” The skeptical
young children coupled with
riage, but I was devastated. Not
glance by the doctor who overmounting anxiety from the misfully recovered from these lossheard me suggested his suspicarriages spilled into concern
es, I was pregnant again and
cion that I was in denial, but
about a potentially life threatenwhen another loss appeared im- ing birth defect. Fueled by eight
with every cell of my being, I
minent, a hormone supplement
was determined to pull my
months of pregnancy hormones,
carried me through the first trifamily through this crisis. Optithis panic reached its climax as
mester. With only a week of remism was the only fighting
William sat on my lap in the
lief of being officially pregnant, a Emergency Room screaming
chance I had.
sonogram showed an abnormali- “take my ouchies away” while
My "big break" in the applicaty in the baby's urinary tract. I
the doctors stabilized him. Due
tion of positive psychology
was initially told this defect was
to the location and severity of the
was: In that terrifying moment
one my baby boy, we were to
burns covering 16 percent of his
when I feared William could
name Henry, could outgrow. But body on his face, ear, neck,
die, I consciously chose posias the pregnancy progressed I
shoulder, chest and bilateral
tive thoughts. This was imperwas monitored more closely bearms, the doctors explained,
ative because I navigated that
cause his ureters were growing
“there was a great risk of shock
first night in the ER and transbigger each week. This case of
and at any moment he could
fer to an ICU burn unit with a
Posterior Urethral Valve (PUV)
stop breathing.” Given my late
strength and grace I did not
would not self correct and by the stage of pregnancy, labor could
know I was capable of. When
time I was 36 weeks along, an
begin at any moment, and I
William's pain was finally manearly induction for surgery
wanted more than anything to
aged enough that he could
seemed be the best option to
stay with my son as I was his
sleep, I knelt at his bedside
save Henry's kidneys from fursole source of comfort. Conand I prayed. More than anyther damage. This decision
scious that stress could set my
thing I wanted time to see Wilweighed heavily on me as I
labor into progress, I made a
Continued next page ...
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My Big Break: Choosing Optimism (continued) ...
liam through his recovery before was hopeful I would find the
I had to shift gears and focus on courage I needed to face William's first dressing change in
Henry's birth and forthcoming
the morning. For the first time in
surgery. I sent an email to my
my life, I applied positive psyclose circle of friends and family
chology to
asking for
Focusing on my blessings
myself
support,
and
and then I
filled me with a tremendous
amidst a
snuggled
gratitude
that
the
situation
crisis, it
up next to
was
not
as
bad
as
it
truly
helped me
William.
cope. That
Suddenly
could have been.
night as
overpositive
whelmed
psychology lifted me out of the
by the bandages covering him
rock bottom I had hit, I vowed I
from head to torso that were not
masking the nauseating smell of would use it every day of my life.
I drifted off to sleep holding onto
his wounded flesh, I focused on
what was good, knowing I had
the day's blessings, starting
nothing to lose and everything to
simply with the fact that William
gain by choosing optimism…
was alive. He was still breathing
on his own and the nurse’s very
frequent checks showed his vitals were stable. My contractions
were slowing, so I made it
through the initial trauma without
the onset of labor. I did not know
what the next day would bring
with my pregnancy, but for the
time being, I was able to remain
with William. Eddie was with
Catherine for the night and able
to give her the comfort she needed after witnessing her brother's
serious injury at only four years
old.
Part II of Alicia’s story will appear
Focusing on my blessings filled
me with a tremendous gratitude
that the situation was not as bad
as it truly could have been. I then

SAVE THE
DATE

The MAPP Fete will be
Friday October 17 and
the Summit will be
Saturday October 18 and
Sunday October 19. Let's
all
meet
up
in
Philadelphia, spend some
time together and meet
the new students of
MAPP10! Have you made
your travel arrangements
yet?

in the next edition of the MAPP
Alumni Magazine.
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My Big Break: and a
few break-throughs
along the way
By Margaret Greenberg,
MAPP ‘06

Writing Profit from the
Positive was an exercise in
rejection and resilience. But it’s
how quickly you bounce back from
these rejections that gets your
book published. Let me tell you
not aiming to write a positive
about my big break. I hope my
psychology book. We were aiming
story inspires other MAPPsters to
to write a business leadership
become book authors.
book. That was our first break, or
Although I had published a dozen maybe break-through is a better
or so articles, I knew nothing about way to think about it.
writing a book. Some people
We kept writing and then sent our
would buy a book about writing a
draft out to a handful of readers.
book before embarking on such an
Feedback started trickling in –
endeavor, but not me. Instead, I
some good, some not so good.
took the sage advice of my dear
Then it occurred to us that we had
friend and author, Gina, who said,
had it all backwards. We had
“Just start writing and keep writing
started with the positive
until you find your voice.” Senia
psychology research and looked at
Maymin, who I had first met when
where it applies to the business
we were in MAPP 1, and I wrote.
world. Wrong! We needed to start
And wrote. Then we had an
with the challenges business
opportunity to show our material to
leaders face and then offer
someone in the publishing industry
positive psychology as one of the
who told us, “thanks, but no
solutions.
thanks,” informing us that the
material had already been covered We kept writing and getting more
reader feedback. In the meantime,
in other positive psychology
books. That was in 2007. Rather life happened. My eldest daughter
than ruminating over the rejection graduated from college, my
youngest from high school, my
(OK, we did for a little bit), we
elderly father required more care,
realized that he was right – the
and my consulting and coaching
positive psychology slant had
been covered before. But we were practice was at full tilt. Finding

time to work on the book became
a challenge. However, we made it
a habit to talk nearly every Friday
and divide up assignments to work
on in between. As we wrote, there
was always more research or
another angle we uncovered. We
came to a point when we realized
we could keep adding more
content. Or…. we could publish
the book as is. After much
discussion we decided to do just
that and save the additional
content for our next book (how’s
that for optimistic thinking?).
We searched for an agent and
finally found Jill: A Harvard-trained
lawyer on the west coast. Who
ever said agents have to reside in
New York City? We spent the
next five months reworking our
sample chapter and proposal per
her feedback, to get them into a
shape that would capture the
attention of publishers. After the
third rewrite, I remember saying to
Senia that I didn’t think I could do
another round of edits and maybe
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My Big Break: and a
few break-throughs
along the way
… continued
we should self-publish. And there
had been previous times when
Senia had suggested the same
thing. Whenever doubt crept in for
one of us, the other would play
coach to get her co-author back on
track. Finally our agent said she
would submit it to a dozen or so
publishers and then you just wait.
It can be upwards of six months
before you hear anything.

other big houses that had rejected
us to let them know they might
want to take a second look. Four
decided that maybe we did have
something that was worth looking
at again. The next few days were
a roller coaster, back and forth
between the publishers and agent.
Finally we decided to go with
McGraw-Hill.

The next four months we spent
rewriting (yes, more rewriting) the
remaining eight chapters to
resemble the structure of the
sample chapter that had been
submitted. Finally in January last
year, we hit the send button on the
full manuscript – ahh, nothing like
it. * The next six months were
Over the next couple of weeks Jill chock full of page proofs, learning
forwarded us at least a half-dozen about the publishing business and
rejection emails from well-known
marketing, and securing
publishers who said “thanks, but
endorsements. You can bet we
no thanks”. Four weeks later the
used our own medicine from
big break happened. I’ll never
Chapter 2 “The Resilient Leader:
forget where I was that day. I was Give Yourself a Psychological Kick
in the backseat of our car, touring in the Pants” to bounce back from
Virginia wine country with my
rejections along the way. As Mark
husband and sister-in-law. We
Twain once wrote: “To succeed in
already had made a few stops for life, you need two things:
a taste or two (or three), so I was ignorance and confidence.” I
letting all my calls go to voicemail. would add, “and a big break, too.”
When I saw the name of our agent
pop up I decided to answer.
*The 25th Strength paper I wrote
“Good news! We have an
for Chris Peterson’s class was
interested publisher,“ she
“Get it Out the Door”.
exclaimed. I felt like I did in
middle school when a boy asked
Margaret H. Greenberg, (MAPP 1) is the coauthor with Senia Maymin of
me to dance – finally somebody
Profit from the Positive: Proven Leadership
likes me; in this case, likes our
Strategies to Boost Productivity and Transform
work. Now that we had one
Your Business
publisher who expressed interest,
Jill said she would now get back to

Canadian Positive
Psychology Association
(continued from page 3)
of self-efficacy and the practical
strategies that build self-efficacy
and self-confidence.
Sherri Fisher will be presenting a
workshop on Spotting and Managing Strengths for Gritty SelfRegulation, Resilience, and Achievement. Student strengths beyond
academic skills predict school success better than IQ, so Sherri will
teach how to leverage student
strengths and build resilience skills
in students.
Dan Tomasulo will discuss Wrong To
Strong: Using Positive Psychotherapy For People With Chronic Mental
Illness And Intellectual Disabilities.
Dan’s talk will highlight specific evidence-based positive interventions
drawn from positive psychology and
positive psychotherapy that have
been incorporated into InteractiveBehavioral Therapy with promising
results.
Marsha Snyder continues her work
in Creating Positive Health: A thriving population, healthy healthcare
professionals, and a more robust
healthcare economy. Given that
healthcare professionals suffer from
a 40-60% rate of burnout, they face
a clear challenge to their being able
to teach thriving to their patients.
This workshop focuses on a curriculum to teach Positive Health to
healthcare professionals, and builds
its wider application to corporate
professionals and the public.
Scott Asalone, and his partner Jan
Sparrow, will share The Mental
Edge: The Difference Between the
Best and the Rest – why do some
people thrive and others fail. In addition to skill-based training, awareness and development of positive
attitudes, beliefs and perceptions
can greatly enhance workplace resilience and productivity. Research
Page 8

Wrong to Strong
continued from page 3.

the (VGV) will be
demonstrated along with
suggestions for future
research. The delivery of this
intervention does not require
participants to read or write,
yet they can obtain powerful
results. The techniques have
the potential to be used for a
non-ID population as well.
More than 775 million adults in
the world are illiterate
(UNESCO Institute for
Statistics, Sept. 2012) and
experiential techniques such as
the VGV can extend the power
of a proven positive
intervention to this group.
Hope to see you at the CPPA
Conference!
Cheers,
Dan
Dare2BeHappy.com
tomasulo@att.net
Dan Tomasulo is Assistant
Instructor, Master of Applied
Positive Psychology at The
University of Pennsylvania, and
Associate Professor, New
Jersey City University

Canadian Positive
Psychology Association
(continued from page 8)
from positive psychology is the underpinning to this program.
Paula Davis-Laack presents Bouncing Back
from Burnout: A Positive Psychology
Framework for Preventing Burnout at
Home & at Work. When chronic stress
goes unchecked, burnout is a very real
possibility. Paula will discuss various aspects of burnout, as well as a framework
rooted in positive psychology research
towards prevention, all in the context of
her own personal experience.
Dan Bowling shares his work on The Correlation of Character Strengths and Grades
in Law Students. A flourishing lawyer is a
better lawyer and a more positive contributor to society. However, nowhere in law
schools is the well-being of lawyers or law
students focused upon or encouraged,
other than in a remedial fashion. To address this oversight, we first need more
psychological data about law students.
This workshop will present the results of
two empirical studies analyzing the VIA
character strengths of law students, their
correlation to GPA, and what the results
mean for legal education.
Emiliya Zhivotovskaya will bring positive
psychology to life through Interactive Exercises and Materials to Activate Somatic
Learning. Her “play-shop” is for positive
psychology teachers, trainers and speakers
who want to enhance the effectiveness of
their message by using interactive exercises to bring positive psychology to life.
Emiliya brings over 12 years of experience
as an entertainment professional and will
guide you through the activities she uses
to bring positive psychology by way of
people’s physical health.
Pam Teagarden will focus on what we miss
in using typical assessment tools and how
we might better position business culture
to reframe engagement so productivity is
increased and people stay engaged. Using
metrics around authenticity, she will show

seemingly subtle changes to the people
practices that can produce dramatically
different results to business drivers.
Jan Stanley will discuss Habits, Practices,
Rituals: The Art of Daily Well-being, exploring a framework for daily well-being
using habits to instill regular well-being
behaviors, practices to deeply learn elements of well-being, and rituals to connect
our daily activities to meaning in our lives.
Radhika Punshi will present on the Impact
of Personal and Organisational Resources
to Determine Employee Engagement,
highlighting findings from an employee
engagement research conducted for an
organisation in the Energy sector in Middle
East. From a critical perspective, the paper
will stress the need to analyse both personal resources as well as organisational
drivers for assessing engagement.
Jenny Brennan will share her work on
Agents of Positive Change: The Importance
of Self-compassion and Hope in Activism.
Hope and self-compassion (i.e., selfkindness, sense of common humanity,
mindfulness) are vital foundations for promoting activists’ well-being and success
and for preventing burnout. This research
also explores the relationship between self
-compassion and hope, and variables such
as perspective-taking and zero-sum beliefs.
Shannon Polly will be presenting in both
the pre-conference and conference. For
the pre-conference, Shannon is presenting
a three-hour workshop on Positive psychology coaching to inspire growth and
change. In the conference, Shannon will be
sharing tips on Positive Presenting: tangible techniques and exercises you
can do to command the room, from the
science of positive psychology.
The Canadian Positive Psychology conference in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada runs from
July 17-18, with pre-conference workshops
on July 16th.
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